
A very warm welcome to Arches Open Studios 2024!

Thank you for joining the Arches artists for this special summer 
weekend, we’re excited for you to discover the creativity and 
vibrance of this local artistic community. 

Please feel free to explore, meet the artists, find out about their 
work, enjoy the artist-led activities and workshops, along with the 
live music and street food. 

At ‘a space’ arts we are proud to support this spectacular community 
of talented artists and would like to extend a special thank you to 
all the artists for making the Arches Open Studios such a fantastic 
annual event. 

We hope you enjoy your time at the Arches Open Studios today!

/    /     @archesstudiossouthampton @aspacearts

Head to aspacearts.org.uk to find out more about what we do.
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Vicky Barber-Crimes

Edgar Lushaju

Rabia Raja

Afroditi Kapoula

Jilly Evans

Neil Kelly

Amy Scott-Pillow

Peter McGinnis

Chris Cudlip

Erica M. Szuplat
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Lizzie Jones

Lucie Smith

Stuart Woods

Jani Franck

Anna McNeill

Marieta Sotirova

Emma Harris

Stewart Beckett

J Walters

Dave Hubble

Barbara Graham

@vb_deaf_artist

@drawhapa

@rabiaraja_art

@_boobaloo_

@jillyevansart

@neilkelly195

@amyscottpillow

@peter_mcginnis

@cudlipsculpture

@emszuplat

@sarah_glover_ceramics

@lizzierjones

@luciesmithart

@originalenclosed

@oracleofgender

@annamcneill_artist

@marietasotirova

@emmalouise_artist

@stewart.beckett

@jwalters.art

@dave.hubble
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Here you can find 
out more info 

about the current 
residents at the 
Arches Studios.



Dwelling - Amy Scott-Pillow - All Day

Lino Printing Demonstration - Eddie Curtis - 1pm to 3pm

Abstract Painting Workshop - Neil Kelly - 1pm to 2pm

Abstract Painting Workshop - Neil Kelly - 4pm to 5pm

Botanical Ink Drawing Workshop - Lucie Smith - 1pm to 3pm

Botanical Ink Drawing Workshop - Lucie Smith - 1pm to 3pm

Box Doodle - J Walters - 1pm to 2pm

Early Photographic Processes - J Walters - 2pm to 3pm

Early Photographic Processes - J Walters - 3pm to 4pm
Swiss Army Kanga - Edgar Lushaju - 3pm to 4pm

Swiss Army Kanga - Edgar Lushaju - 4pm to 5pmWear your Art - Afrodite Kapoula - 3pm to 4pm

Wear your Art - Afrodite Kapoula - 2pm to 3pm

Finger Knitting Workshop - Jilly Evans - 4pm to 5pm

Finger Knitting Workshop - Jilly Evans - 2pm to 3pm

Box Doodle - J Walters - 4pm to 5pm

Jonathan Fashole-Luke  1pm to 2pm

Lost Post    1pm to 2pm

Hedgehogs    2:30pm to 3:30pm

The Guillotine Union Boys  2:30pm to 3:30pm

Margarita Sleepover  4pm to 5pm

Southampton Ukulele Jam  4pm to 5pm

Paint the Artist - Dave Hubble - From 2pm

2 Day Painting - Neil Kelly - All Day

Big Art Sell-Off - Lizzie Jones - All Day

Abstract Painting - Emma Harris - All Day

Painting Demonstration - Erica M. Szuplat - All Day

Oil Portrait Painting Demonstration - Stewart Beckett - All Day

Places Between Places - Amy Scott-Pillow - All Day

Clay Pot Demonstration - Peter McGinnis - All Day

Figurative Painting Demonstration - Marieta Sotirova - All Day

Arch 04: Then & Now - Amy Scott-Pillow - All Day

Arch 04: Exhibition & Shop - All Day

Arch 10

Corn Exchange Workshop (opposite Arch 04)

Arch 08 & 07

Arch 04

Just outside the arches of the Old Cattle Market stands ‘Dwelling’, an 
interpretation of an Anglo-Saxon barn. Skeletal framework, devoid of 
walls and roof, invites visitors to leave their mark or adorn the bare 
bones of the structure.

Join Eddie in the Corn Exchange as he demonstrates the relief printing 
process using Lino cut techniques. While you’re there you can check 
out an exhibition of framed and unframed prints and greeting cards.

Neil will lead a workshop about abstract painting with an emphasis on 
Kandinsky’s ideas on Point and Line to Plane.

Find your centre in this relaxing workshop.  Use homemade inks and 
drawing utensils produced from nature to create fluid images of 
botanicals.

Explore early photographic process & create cyanotype prints using 
natural forms or any small objects you have with you.

A Kanga is a colourful garment embodying multiple uses and 
meanings, often worn by women and occasionally by men throughout 
the African Great Lakes region. At the Swiss Army Kanga workshop, 
Edgar will be taking you through a process of designing an A4 kanga 
mini print rightfully appropriated for the context of the participants.

Turn your miniature artwork into a badge to be proud of. Use pencils, 
watercolors or pens to create a masterpiece which then you can wear 
as a badge of honour. Suitable for all skills.

Join Jilly Evans to learn how to knit with just your fingers. 
Both children and adults welcome.

Join Joey to create a doodle. Joey invites you to think outside the 
box but draw inside of one during this playful reflection on identity 
and self-image. 

Dave Hubble will be a living canvas for the afternoon, wearing a white 
coverall that he invites you to decorate however you wish. Materials 
provided, just bring enthusiasm and imagination, but remember to 
treat the artist gently!

Neil will be giving a demonstration of abstract painting with an 
emphasis on Kandinsky’s ideas on Point and Line to Plane.

Part installation, part flash sale: over the weekend Lizzie will be 
selling off archival work in this playful display. 

Emma Louise will demonstrate her abstract painting technique and 
welcomes questions about her inspiration and methods from visitors.

Drop in on Erica throughout the weekend as she demonstrates 
her painting process using vibrant colour and form.

Stewart will be demonstrating how to create a traditional portrait 
painting using oil paints. 

A second chance to catch the inaugural exhibition by Lucie Smith and 
Amy Scott-Pillow as they bring together new, re-contextualised and in-
progress works that interpret concepts on death in its broadest sense.

Peter will be in his studio on both days demonstrating a clay pot 
building, using the ancient coil method. 

Marieta will be demonstrating how to create a figurative oil painting 
through a mixture of quick drawing techniques and photo references.   

Arch 04 is changing. After AOS, Arch 04 will be turned into new, 
large-scale artist studios to provide affordable studio space for more 
artists in the city. To celebrate its history, artist Amy Scott-Pillow has 
curated a selection of photos from Arch 04’s past.

Arches artists share their work in this group show, with art work 
available to purchase - from large canvas paintings and ceramics to 
smaller prints and cards.

Enjoy a delicious selection of food and drink over the course of 
Arches Open Studios and tuck into something tasty at our pop-up 
vendors, served by some of Southampton’s finest local businesses.

Bunker178 - the mobile offshoot of The Art House, are 
delighted to present a music stage at Arches Open Studios 
2024, showcasing local talent.

Arches Studio Tour (BSL available) - 3pm to 4pm

Arches Studio Tour - 3pm to 4pm

Get this unique insight into studio artists’ work led by a member of 
the ‘a space’ arts team. The tour will start in Arch 10 and will be 
BSL interpreted. 

Get this unique insight into studio artists’ work led by a member of 
the ‘a space’ arts team. The tour will start in Arch 10.

Sunday
9th June

Sunday
9th June

Sunday
9th June

Saturday 
8th June

Saturday 
8th June

Saturday 
8th June

15 Seconds of Fame - Saturday & Sunday All Day
The Arches is 20 next year - so we want to hear from YOU! Jump in 
front of the camera in the Office in Arch 08 to share your thoughts 
on the Open Studios and the Arches in this room for reflection.

Art Raffle - Sarah Glover - Saturday & Sunday All Day
Complete a feedback form to be in a chance to win a unique piece 
of art from one of resident artists! 


